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/. _ Abstract

Growth of capeiin in the BarentS Sea stock has been found to vary considerably both between
years and between different parts of the distribution area. The aim of this paper is to compare such
groWth variations with measured abundance of zooplankton within the capelin feeding aren..

In the period 1979-1984 a north-south transect in the Barents Sea was studied one to four times
duririg summer. A negative relationship between the plankton biomass and the density of capelin
alorig the section was eviderit. Duririg the summer feeding migration the largest capelin, primarily
the oldest, but also the largest individuals of each age group, were found in the front of the noith
ward migration. Here they form a capelin front, which can be seen as eating its way through the
plankton distribution. Length and weight of capelin were positively correlated with planktori den
sity along the section.

From 1987 to 1994, zooplankton abundance has been recorded on several stations taken along the
track of an acoustic survey for capelin during September. The mean anriu::l.1 individual growth in
weight of capelin was found to be positively coiTelated with average zooplankton density. The
strongest relationships were found between one year old capelin and the smallest zooplankton
size fraction, and between three years old capeIin and the largest size fraction of plankton. Cape-

. Iin length, weight and condition factor were also to some degree correlated with plankton density, .
although significant results were found for only some combinations of capeIin age group and zoo
plankton size fniction.
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1.0 Introduction

The data stern from scientific surveys of the Barents Sea in the period 1979 to 1994. During
the period 1979 to 1984, data on plankton and capelin were sampled one to four times dunng the
summer period each year along a section in the central Barents Sea - "Section f' (Fig. I)

During the period 1987 to 1994 data were samph~d in the autumn period at annual multipur
pose surveys, with main aim to map the geographical distribution, size and composition of the
Barents Sea capelin stock. These surveys, therefore, cover the whole distributiori area of the cape
lin towards the end of its feeding season. Another aim of the surveys were to map the abundance
and distribution of plankton.

The aim of the present paper is to analyse zooplankton density data and capelin growth
parameters to search for possible relationships betweeri those variables.

•2.0 Materials and methods

2.1 Capelin data

Random sampies (100 specimens) of the capeliri caught in trawl hauls (mostly pelagic) \vere
analysed individually, and length and weight were measured. The, age was determined by inspec
tion of otoliths. Based on length and weight, a condition factor (CF) was calculated, equalling

CF = Weight. 1000 •
(Length) 3

Trawl stations, in general, give no iriformation on capelin biomass or density. Such informa
tion was gathered using an echosounder/echo integrator system (Bodholt et al. 1989), following
standard procedures for acoustic surveying (Dommasnes and RPttingen, 1985; Foote, 1991).To
compare the data on size and condition of individual capelin from trawl catches with capelin den-
sity, the amount of capelin inside subareas with size 2 degrees longitude by 1 degree latitude was •
determined using the acoustic method. The amount of capeliri of each age group inside each suba-
rea was derived by applying weighting factors to each of the sampies included in the subarea. The
capelin data sampled along section I during 1979-1984'were treated differently. Here, no biomass
estimate of capelin was available, since an area coverage was not attempted. In this case, the
mean acoustic density of capelin was detemiined along 30 nautical miles interVrils of the section,
and mean values of capelin length, weight etc. from the riearest trawl station (trawl stations were
taken at irregular intervals alorig the section) were allocated to each interval.

2.2 Plankton data

The zooplankton sampies were collected with a 1m2 MOCNESS (\Viebe et al. 1976) or Juday
nets. The MOCNESS is a plankton trawl equipped with 8 nets for sampling in different depth
intervals. It was towed obliquely or stepwise horizontally from near bottom to surface. The depth
intervals varied in size but the height were usually between 25 and 100m. The filtered volume
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• BaSed on dry weight in mg and filtrated volume in m3 the original ciata rire expressed as
mg*m-3• For the statistical analysis the data were recalculated to give A.f.d.w. as g*m-2 from near
bottorn to surface arid from 100m to surface. Because most of the MOCNESS hauIs were strirtirig
abotit 30 m or more from bouoin, it was assumed ihat the concentration of zooplankton found in
the deepest.haul waS also represencitive for the depth layer not covered above the bottorn. In case
of interrriedhite layers not covered, th6 values wen~ estimated as averages of values below and
above. Thus the biomass below 1m2 can be expressed as the sum of biomass per m3 multiplied
with the height of the water cohiinn covered by each net (In) in part of of the whole water column:

(EQ2)

.,•
3.0 Results

3.1 Seetion I

The section (Fig. I), or apart of it, was covered one or more times per year from 1979 to
1984. Zooplanktori biomass was recorded fromJuday net hauls, arid most yearslength, wdghi
and density of capelin were recorded from pelagic trawl hauls arid froin an acoustic survey atong
the section. .

3.1.1 Relatioriship between capelin density arid total zooplankton biomass
. . .
In 1980 this section was covered twice, in June and July. In June; the density ofplankton was

highest in ihe miciciIe pari of the section, between latitudes75° and 76°. The mean density was
15.9 gJm2, ranging from 5 to 25 g1rD.2. The densÜypf capelin was low, ranging from 1.6 million
individuaIs/nin2 in the south to almost 0 north of 76°N; The second coverage reveaIed a rriuch
higher densit)1 of plankton ranging from 13 glm2 south of 75° N to 80 g/m2 at the northemmost
station at 75°30N. The density of capelin showed a similar pattern, increasing from less than 10
rillllion individu3.Is/nin2 south of75°N io 35 inillion individualSlnm2 at 75°30 N.
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Figure 1. Map of the Barents Sea with the location of Seetion I shown

In 1981 an extensive study was undertaken, and section I was covered four times, in May,
June, July and August (Fig 2), The northernmost station of each coverage ofthe section was taken
near the receding ice edge, so different but partly overlapping parts of the section was covered
each time, Generally, the plankton density was increasing from May to July, but was lower in
August. The capelin density was generally low except in August, when densities of above 80 mil
lion individuals/nm2 was recorded between latitudes 76° and 77°. In May, no relationship between
plankton density and capelin density was evident (~=O,005, p=O,94), Low plankton biomass in
the southern part of the section corresponded to high fish density, while a second minimum in the •
plankton density from 73°30' to 74°00' corresponded to low fish densities (Fig 2a), In June, how-
ever, there was a clear opposite trend in the distribution ofplankton and capelin (~=0.37, p=O.OI),
During this period, the northern limit of the capelin distribution ("the capelin front") had moved
northwards to about 74°N, and the plankton biomass increased to high levelsjust north ofthis lat-
itude (Fig 2b), Unfortunately, the capelin distribution was not recorded during the July coverage
ofthis section, The plankton biomass was generally highest from 75°30' to 76°30', but with lower
biomass around 76°00' (Fig 2c), Based on the position of the capelin front in June and in August,
it seems reasonable that the local minimum of zooplankton biomass may have been be associated
with the capelin front in July, In August, the capelin front had reached about 77°10' (Fig 2d), and
there were generally low concentrations of plankton south of 78°00', In this case, there was a
clear drop in plankton biomass between 76°20' and 77°10', where the highest concentration of
capelin was detected. A linear regression of capelin density versus plankton density revealed a
negative, although not significant relationship (r=O, 18, p=O,075),
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a) Section 1, May 1981
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Figure 2. Plots of plankton biomass (bars) and density of capelin by age groups Oines)a1ong Seetion I 1981. a)
May, b) June, c) July, and d) August.
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In 1982 seetion I was covered once. in June. The highest plankton concentrations were found
from 74°00' to 74°20·.just north ofthe main capelin distribution. In this case. there was no clear
capelin front and low densities of capelin persisted northwards to 76°00'. There was a weak nega
tive but not significant (c2=0.07. p=O.31) relationship between capelin arid plankton density. Also
in 1983. this seetion was covered only in June. LOw densities were detected both ofplankton and
capelin. and no relationship was evident. A capelin front was found at about 74°N. In 1984. sec
tion I was covered twice. in June and in August. During the last survey. total plankton biomass
estimates are not available. only estimates for the 0-50 m depth stratum (see next seetion). During
the June survey. low densities of both planktori and capelin were found. A capelin front was
detected at about 75°40'. A negative. but not significarit ([2=0.15. p=O.l7) relationship was found
between total plankton density and capelin density.

Summing up. a negative rehitionsh1p between totai plankton biomass and capelin density
along section I was evident in all but one case (1983). In most cases the relationship was rather
weak and not significant at the 5% corifidence level (Table 1).

3.1.2 Relationship between capelin density and zooplankton bion1ass in the upper 50m

For four of the surveys. in June and July 1981. arid in June and August 1984. estimates of
plankton biomass in the upper 50in ure available. Table 2 summarises the results of linear regres
sion analysis of capelin density versus plankton biomass for those coverages. Only one significant
linear relationship was found (June. 1984). but in three ofthe four surveys a negative relationship
between zooplankton biomass and capelin density was evident. significant at the 0.1 level.

. -
Table 1: Linear. regression anal)·sis ofyarious capelin ,·ariables ,"ersus total plankton biomass along seetion I

Time Variable N Slope fl p

1980, June Density 12 -0.04- 0.21 0.13

1980, July Density 9 0.28 0.29 0.13

Length 9 0.01 0.31 0.12

Weight 9 0.03 0.31 0.12

Condition factor 9 -0.00 0.31 0.12

1981,May Density 14 -0.04- 0.00 0.94

Length 14 0.05 0.01 0.82

Weight 14 0.26 0.02 0.60

Condition factor 14 0.05 0.18 0.13

1981, June Density 16 -0.19 0.47 0.01

Length 12 0.03 0.33 0.04-

Weight 12 0.06 0.35 0.03

Condition factor 12 0.00 0.09 0.32

1981, August Density 16 -5.95 0.18 0.08

Length 8 0.13 0.04- 0.64

Weight 8 0.45 0.03 0.70

Condition factor 8 0.02 0.00 0.90
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'fable 1: Lfuear regression analysis ofvariouS capeiin variables versus total plankton biomass ~lIong seeiion I

Time Variable N Slope ~ p.I

1982, June Density 17 -0.09 0.07 0.32

Length 17 0.01 0.00 0.90

Weight 17 -0.01 0.00 0.95

Condition factor 17 -0.01 0.07 0.32

1983, June Density 20 -0.03 0.00 0.96

Length 17 0.10 0.02 0.54

Weight 17 0.10 0.02 0.54

Condition factor 17 -0.01 0.03 0.52

1984, June Density 12 -2.19 0.15 0.17

Table 2: Linear regression anall'sis of various capeiin variableS nrsus plankton biomass in the upper SOm
along seeiion I

.' Time Variable N Slope il p

1981,May Density 13 3.41 0.05 0.44

Length 13 1.05 0.03 0.55

Weight 13 3.81 0.09 0.29

Condition factor 13 0.60 0.56 0.00

1981,June Density 15 -0.25 0.18 0.10

Length 12 0.05 0.26 0.07

Weight 12 0.12 0.32 0.04

Condition factor 12 0.01 0.20 0.12

1984, June Density 30 -3.09 0.16 0.02

1984, August Density 8 -0.23 0.38 0.08

Length 8 -0.01 0.00 0.98

,.', ,.,i . "......'.; _ " """.:. _... ." ',', _ '

3.1.3 Relationship behveen plankton density and weight, length and condition factor of
capelin

During most of the coverages of seetion I, length and weight of capelin were measured and
condition factor calculated in sampIes taken along the seetion. Results of liriear regression analy
ses between these capelin variables and total plankton density and plankton density in the upper
50 meters are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, and betWeen these variables arid northem lat
itude in Table 3. Figure 3a; b, and c show the mean weight of capelin along sectlon I compared to
plankton density in May, June and August 1981 respectively. Mean weight of the capelin was
generally increasing towards the north, most notable in August. Th6 increase in weight was partly
an effect öf the oldest capelin being in front of tbe rioithwards migration, but as seen from Fig. 3,
weight also increased wiihin age grollps, showing that the largest individuals withiri each age
group were found faithest riorth on the section
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Seelion 1, May 1981
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Figure 3. Plots of plankton biomass and individual mean weight by age group of capelin along section I 1981.
a) May, b) June, c) August.
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Tab1f; 3: Linear regression analysis of iength, weight and condition fact~r oC capelin versos northem latitude

along seetion I

TIme Variable N .Siope ~. p

1980. July Length 9 0.71 0.58 0.02

Weight 9 1.74 0.58 0.02

Condition factor 9 -0.02 0.58 0.02

1981, May Length 14 0.88 0.56 0.00

Weight 14 1.99 0.64 0.00

Condition factor 14 0.06 0.14 0.18

1981, June Length 13 0.40 0.81 0.00

Weight 13 0.86 0.85 0.00

Condition factor 13 0.03 0.17 0.16

1981, August Length 8 1.18 0.97 0.00

Weight 8 4.64 0.94 0.00

Condition factor 8 0.52 0.84 0.00

1982,June Length 17 0.76 0.86 0.00

Weight 17 1.27 0.83 0.00

Condition factor 17 -0.08 0.75 0.00

1983,June Length 62 -0.44 0.67 0.00

Weight 62 -0.46 0.68 0.00

Condition factor 62 0.04 0.60 0.00

Except for June 1983, there. was a significant increase in both length arid weight of capelin
towards the north along section I (Table 3). In June 1983, both h~ngth and weight were decreasing
towards the riorth. The condition factor showed no clear trend in variation with latitude. It showed .
a significaIlt mcrease in two cases arid. a significant d~crerise in two cases, but in four out of six
cases it was increrising towards the nörth. Only in 1981 do we have data from the main feeding
season, August, ilnd in this e:ase the condition factor shows aclem- arid higWy significant iricrease
with northem latitude.

From tabie 1 arid 2 it can be seen timt both length and weight of capelin during most coverages
of section I show a positive hut in most cases not significant relationship with plankton density.

3.2 Area coverage of the ßarentS Sea

During the period 1987 to 1994, extensive plankton sampling were done at an acoustic sUrVey
for capeIin each autumn (September to early October). Both Juday net hauls and MOCNESS
hauls were used to sampIe plankton. Because these gears have different characteristics, the data
from the two gears have been treated separately.

Varlous datasets were developed for different purposes. To compare average growth of cape
Hn within ayear with average plankton density, mean individual weight in each age group of
capeHn in September one year was subtnlcted from the corresponding value of tIi.e same year class
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in September the next year. These values were compared to arithmetic mean values of plankton
density from all plankton stations taken during the September survey. A size dependent spawning
mortality will to a large degree affect the size of observed four years old capelin. Therefore, only
mean weight increment from age zero to age orie, from age one to age two, and from age two to
age three were calculated. When comparing mean plankton density with mean values of length,
weight, and conditiön factor of capeIin, the capelin variables were taken from the ICES Report of
the Atlanto-Scandian Herring and Capelin Working Group (Anon, 1994). Those data are
weighted averages, representative for the whole capelin stock.

To compare plankton density and capelin variables on a geographical scale, plankton data
from each plankton station was compared to im~an values of the capelin variables within a 2 by 1
degree rectangle where the phinkton station was taken.· In cases where plankton stations were
taken outside the capelin distribution area, the capelin bioinass was set to zero, arid allother cape
lin variables derioted to "missing value".

3.2.1 Comparison between anonal capelin gro\\1h aod plankton biomass

To the extent that the observed plankton densitY in September is representative for the amount
of available food far capelin during the growth season, we expect a positive relationship between
observed plankton density and capelin growth. This was tested by linear correlation analysis. The
densities of the three plan~ton size fractions plus their sum in the upper 100 m depth stratum and
in the total water column were compared with the annual weight iricrements of capelin of age one,
two and three years (Tables 4 and 5).

Table 4: Correlation matrix between mean plankton density (glm2) from l\IOCNESS hauIs and mean capelin
weight increase during one growth season (g). Correlaiicins significant at the 5% h~"el are marked with an

asterlsk

Plankton density Capelin groWth increment

Depth stratum Size fraction Age I . Age2 .. Age3

100 m - surface >2000 J..Lrn 0.37 0.12 0.21

100 m - surface 1000 - 2000 J..Lrn 0.36 0.09 0.15

100 m - surface 180 - 1000 Jlm 0.67 0.00 0.17

100m - surface Total 0.69 0.01 0.14

Total water column >2000 J..Lrn 0.50 0.63 0.92"

Total water column 1000- 2000 Jlm -0.04 0.33 0.09

Total water column 180 - 1000 Jlm 0.64 0.10 0.32

Total water column Total 0.63 0.25 0.45
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Table 5: Correlation matrix be~eenmean plankton de~ity (g1m2) from Juday net hauls and mean capelin
weight increase during one growth season (g). Correlations significant at the 5% level are marked with an

. . asterisk

•

Plankton density Capelin growth increment

Depth stratum Size fraction Age 1 Age2 Age3

100m - surface > 2000 I!m 0.24 -0.15 0.30

100m - surface . 1000 - 2000 J.1rn -0.31 0.87· 0.41

100 m - surface 180 - 1000 I!m 0.51 0.63 0.76

100m - surface Total 0.23 0.77 0.71

Total water column >2000 J.1rn 0.19 0.30 0.51

Total water column 1000 - 2000 J.1rn -0.19 0.88· 0.05

Total water column 180 - 1000 I!m 0.56 0.16 0.12

Total water column Total 0.41 0.45 0.22

.In the analysis based on MOCNESS data (Table 4), all but one correlation coefficient were
positive, but only one was significant at the 5% level. Plankton density in the upper water column
showed low to moderate correlation with growth of one year old capelin, the highest correlation
being for the smallest size fraction of plankton. The growth of older .capelin was uncorrelated
with the amount of plankton in the upper 100m. In the total water column, the density of the larg
est size fraction of plankton was highly correlated with the growth of the largest capelin (Fig. 4),
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. Figure 4. The relationship between density of plankton in the largest size fraction and the annual gro\\1h of
three )'ears old capelin. The linear regression line is shown on the figure, and each observation is labelIed with
year.
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while the smallest size fraction show a high correlation with the growth of the youngest capeliri,
although not significant at the 5% level. The Juday net data showed some of the same trends but
with larger variation (Table 5). In contrast with the analysis of the MOCNESS data, the growth of
the two years old capelin showed the highest correIation with plankton density, the correhition
coefficients being significant for the plankton size fraction 1000-2000 JlIl1.

3.2.2 Comparison between capeliri length, weight and condition ractor and plankton
biomass

If the measured concentrations of plankton in September retlects the available food for cape
lin, one should expect a correlation between the plankton density and the length, weight arid con
dition factor of thecapelin. This was tested on a between-years basis in a correlation analysis. No
significant correlations were found in this analysis based on MOCNESS data (Table 6). A trend
resembling that found for capelin growth was found in that the correlation coefficierits for length,
weight and condition factor of age one capelin were generally higher for the smallest size fraction •
of plankton while the highest correlation coefficients were. found for the largest size fraction for
older capelin. The analysis based on Juday net haul data(Table 7) again differed sorriewhai from
that based on MOCNESS data. Significant positive correlations were found for length and weight
of two years old capelin arid density of plankton in the two smallest size frrictions and the total
plankton density. Also the middle size fraction of plankton showed a significant positive correla-
tion with the condition factor of two years old capelin, while the density of the largest size frac-
tion was uncorrelat(~dwith the cai>elin variables. .

Table 6: Correlation matrix between mean plankton density in the upper 100 m (g1m2) from l\IOCNESS
sampies and mean capelin hingth, weight arid condition factor

Plankton density in tipper 100m

Capelin variable 1000-2000 180-1000
> 2000 J.Lrn Sum

J.l.rn J.l.rn

Age 1 mean length 0.18 0.39 0.42 0.41

rnean weight 0.12 0.52 0.56 0.55

condition factor 0.25 0.44 0.60 0.62

Age2 mean length 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.20

mean weight 0.25 0.14 0.11 0.12

condition factor 0.28 0.09 0.04 0.06

Age3 rnean length 0.33 0.02 -0.02 -0.07

mean weight 0.35 -0.02 -0.07 -0.11

condition factor 0.47 -0.12 -0.06 -0.09

•
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Table 7: Correlation matrix between mean plankton density in upper 100 m (g,tm2) from Jud3y net hauls and
mean capelin length, weigbt and condition factor. Correlations significant at the 5% level are marked with an

asterisk

Plankton density in upper 100m

Capelin variable 1000-2000 180-1000
Stim>2000 J.UD

JlIll JlIll .

Age 1 mean length -0.33 0.38 0.61 0.49

mean weight -0.31 0.36 0.67 0.53

condition factor -0.28 0.09 0.56 0.35

Age2 mean length 0.13 0.87 0.81 0.92"

mean weight -0.03 0.92* 0.72 0.85'-

condition factor -0.24 0.91 0.56 0.71

Age3 mean length 0.05 0.75 0.58 0.69

mean weight 0.05 0.76 0.56 0.68

condition factor 0.06 0.63 0.51 0.59

3.2.3 Comparison between length, weight, and comÜtion raetor of capeiin ami plankton
densiiy based on geograph~callydistributed data

Since parallel observations of plankton derisity and the capelin variables exist for each year,
this relationship can aiso be stlldied baSed on individual station data. Liriear correlation anaIyses
were ron separately for the MOCNESS data (Table 8).and.the Juday net data (Table 9) on the
pooled data from all years. The analysis based on MOCNESS data shows no significant correla
tion coefficients. The plankton data from Juday net hauls generally showed higher correIatiori
with the capelin variables; except for the three yeai's old capelin iind the largest size fraction of
plankton (Table 9).

Similar analyses were also.run for each year separately, anct pairs of vai'iabies were pioited
and included in regression anaIyses. Generally, it was difficult to interpret and extract clear pat
terns from the analyses and the scattergrams. The relationship between the density of the smallest
size fraction of plankton and the conditiori factof of one year old capelin, which were highly cor
related when studying the pooled data from all years (Juday net data), was positive in three of the
years and uncoiTelated in the other yearS. Similar results were obtained for the relationship
between the other capelin parameters and the density of the variolls size fractions of plankton.
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Table 8: Correlation matrix between plankton density in the upper 100 m (glm2) from l\IOCNESS hauls and
mean capelin length, weight and condition factor .

Plankton density in upper 100m

Capelin variable
>2000 Jlrn

1000-2000 180-1000
Sum

lJlIl Jlrn
Age 1 mean length -0.00 0.16 0.26 0.24
(N=34) mean weight 0.02 0.16 0.33 0.30

condition factor 0.07 0.05 0.22 0.20

Age2 mean length -0.24 -0.05 0.11 -0.04
(N=45) mean weight -0.22 -0.06 0.11 -0.03

condition factor -0.10 -0.04 0.14 0.04

Age3 mean length -0.17 -0.08 0.00 -0.09
(N=35) mean weight -0.13 -0.12 -0.03 -0.11

condition factor 0.03 -0.14 -0.03 -0.05

Table 9: Correlation matrix between plankton density in the upper 100 m (glm2) from Juday net hauls and
mean capelin length, weight and condition ractor. Correlations significant at the 5% le\'el are markcd ~ith an

asterisk

Plankton density in upper 100m

Capelin variable
> 2000 lJlIl

1000-2000 180-1000

lJlIl lJlIl
Sum

Age 1 mean length -0.23 0.14 0.27 0.19
(N=58-84) mean weight -0.24 0.16 0.35* 0.27

condition factor -0.29'" 0.11 0.31'" 0.21

Age2 mean length -0.15 -0.00 0.20 0.12
(N=82-108) mean weight -0.14 0.03 0.18 0.12

condition factor -0.09 0.08 0.16 0.12

Age3 mean length 0.01 0.14 0.02 0.04
(N=64-87) mean weight 0.02 0.15 0.00 -.03

condition factor 0.07 0.19 0.02 0.08

Time series of plankton density (Juday net data) averaged over subareas of the Barents Sea
reveal some consistent and gradual changes over the last 15 years (Figure 5). The plankton bio
mass in the central Barents Sea showed a marked minimum in 1983-1984. This minimum has
been interpreted to reflect a major inflow of water from the adjoining Norwegian Sea during win
ter at the transition from a cold to a warm period in 1982/83. THis water contained IittIe Calanus
finmarchicus which reside deep in the Norwegian Sea during winter (Skjoldal and Rey 1989,
Blindheim and Skjoldal 1993). This minimum in zooplankton contributed to low growth of cape
Iin at the time when the capelin stock was decreasing (Skjoldal et al. 1992). In the following years
(1986-89) when the capelin stock was low, there was a marked increase in the abundance of krill
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and amphipods (Dalpadado et al. 1994, Dalpadado and Skjoldal; uripublished results). The high
abundance of these large prey organisIns contributed to recovery of the capelin stock (Skjoldal et
al.1992)

4.0 Discussion

The observations along section I in summer ierid 'iri most cases support to the theory presented
by Hassel et al.'(199l) that the capelin is "eating its way" through the plankton fields as it moves
northwards during summer, leaving areas of low plankton density behind. A negative relationship
between density cf plaUkton and capelin was more easily seen when plankton density, in the upper
SOm was considered. This is to be expected, since capelin as a visual feeder, will feed moie inten
sively in the lighied upper water layer. The grazing effect of a moving capelin front, although
apparent from most graphical presentations (Fig. 2), is not generally apparent as a negative rela
tionship between density of capelin and density of zooplankton when data along the whole section .
is considered (Tables 1, 2). The reason is that although plankton density is high where capelin
density is low or zero in front of the capelin front, and low in the capelin front, both plankton den~

sity and capelin density is generally low behind the capelin front. Also horizontal dispersion will
tend to erase the spatial structures of low plankton densities with time after a grazing impact.
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An increase in weight and length of capelin towards the north is probably an effect of larger
fish swimming faster, and large fish will consequeritly be in front during migration. In a situation
where the food resources are significaritly depleted as the capelin front moves northwards, one
should expect that the larger fish have beuer coriditions for growth during the period of migration.
There was no strong evidence for this .effect in the data. However, the condition factor increased
with increasing latitude on most occasions.

The simple hyPothesis that the amount of plankton measured in the upper water layer during
September is correlated with the capelin growth in the current growth seasori is partly supported
by the data. Based on the MOCNESS data, the correlation coefficients between the various plank
ton density measurements and the capelin growth data varies from 0.1 to 0.9. The growth of the
three-year-olds show a significant positive correlation with the density of the largest fraction of
plankton in the total water colurnn. This lends support to the hypothesis. The highest correlation
being evident for the larger size fractions of plankton is expected, since the larger plankton con
tains the most impoitant food items for large capelin (HasseI et al. 1991). The growth ofthe two
year-olds also showed relatively high correlation with the amOlint of large plankton organisms,
although the correlation coefficients were not significant at the 5% level. The growth of the one
year old capelin on the other hand, showed rather low correlation with the density of large plank
ton in the upper layer, but a relatively high corrdation with the density of small plankton organ
isms. This is consistent with observations that small capelin feed primarilyon the smaller
plankton forms.

The analysis based on Juday net hauls gave a slightly different picture. The growth of all age
groups of capelin showed low to moderate correlation with the density of the largest size fraction
of plankton. The largest size fraction is, however, expected to be underrepresented in this sam
pling gear, and this may explain the lack of significant correlations. The growth of age two capelin
was significantly positively correlated with the density of 1-2 mm plankton, which again supports
the hypothesis cited above. The observation that the one year old capelin seems to be most
dependent on the smallest plankton organisms sampled is repeated in this data set.

The hypothesis that mean length, weight and condition factor of capelin are positively corre-
lated with mean plankton density in the upper 100 m as measured in September must be rejected, •
although some few correlations in the matrix based on Juday net hauls (Table 7) are significant.
Positive correlation coefficients eXisted between these parameters and the density of large plank-
ton forms for age two and age three (MOCNESS data) and age two (Juday net data) capelin, and
the densityof small plankton folms for age one (MOCNESS data) and all age groups (Juday net
data) capelin. However, the correlation coefficients wen~ generally low and not significant at the
5% level. The only exceptioris were the length and weight of two and three yerirs old capeIin in
the Juday net haul data, which were higWy signific:mtly correhited with the density of the middle
size fraction of plankton. Again, unrepresentative sampling of the largest size fraction of plankton
in the Juday net hauls may have affected the analysis.

The most striking feature of the geographically distributed data on plankton density and cape
lin parameters are ~eak relationships and much scatter Mound trend lines. Even in cases where
significant linear relationships were found, e.g. betweeri Iength, weight and coridition factor of
age 1 and age two capelin and the density ofthe smallest size fradion ofplankton from the Juday
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net data (fable 9), the correlation coefficients are rather low, arid linear regression of capelin
parameters on plankton density only explains a small fraction of the total variation.

Many factors may add to the variation and low correlation in the data. First. sampling variabil
ity and patchiriess ofthe plankton make the plankton density estimates in a single point uncertain.
Second. the capelin data, which are mean values for rather lalge areriS (6-10 000 km2) maynot be
eäsily compared to the phinktori station. being a point estimate. Third. the capeliri and plankton
represents higWy dyriamic systems. There is a contiriuous growth and production of plrinkton and
the plariktori is transported with the currents. while the capeliri moves around in the area arid
grazes on the plankton. thereby affeciing ooth the standing stock arid the future production of
plarikton.

Despite fue often low correlation oetween capelin variables lind planktori densities in the dis
ti'ibuted data, the aggregated lind averaged data show some clerir and strong relatioriships between
capelin arid zooplankton. The large interannual variation in capelin growth rate is important for
the population dyriainics and management of the capelin stock as weIl as other fish stocks in the
Barents Sea (Gjpsreter, 1986). This variation in annual capelin growth rate can to a large exterit be
linked to variations in zooplrinkton stocks in the Barents Sea. It is then';fore mir aim to incorporate
infonnatlon on zooplankton aoiindafice from a mönitonng program iri the basis for capelin man
agement.

Further linalyses of these data will be made aIong the following lines: cari niuitivariate ärialy
ses. where the geographical position of the sampies are included as vmables, together with phys
ical parameters, explain more of the. vanatiori in the data? Cari ftirther analyses of average .
plankton'density in sribareas and capelin groWth in the same subareaS give clues to explairi more'
ofthe capeIin growth variation?
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